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Introduction 

This project is designed to be a broad-based, interdisciplinary analysis of a new 

knowledge modeling language named "P-log" which is currently being developed by Dr. Chitta 

Baral, Dr. Nelson Rushton, and Dr. Michael Gelfond.' As such, the methods and evaluative 

criteria employed in this analysis will be a blend of the fields of computer science, philosophy, 

cognitive science, and mathematics. In addition to the evaluative aspect of this project, my 

research had a large aspect of implementation; in order to reflect this additional research, the 

appendices of this thesis include several other aspects of my work on P-log, including the code 

for a program "problog.exe" which computes probabilities of P-log programs (which have 

already been translated into A-Prolog) and the C code for a P-log interpreter (currently 

imfinished, as the syntax for P-log is not yet final). 

P-log was envisioned by its creators to provide simple and straightforward solutions to 

many of the long-standing problems with classical probability theory. As such, much of this 

thesis will be devoted to explaining the shortcomings of the classical approach and 

demonstrating how P-log performs quite favorably in a number of non-trivial examples. P-log is 

also compared to Causal Bayesian Networks (CBN), what I consider to be the most promising 

alternative method of representing probabilistic knowledge (which also permits the modeling of 

causal intuitions). 

As will be demonstrated, the superior performance of P-log and its ability to solve many 

classic conundrums all can be said to result from one central strength, something that is difficult 

or unpossible in all other methods: the ability to model both probabilistic and logical 

knowledge in the same formalism. This is how humans generally reason about probabilistic 

Plog is presented and explained in [1], which is unpublished at the present time. 



situations, and it is only by using the combination of these two types of reasoning that we can 

solve cases such as the Monty Hall problem, Simpson's paradox, and cases where the domains 

involve the possibility of unexpected exogenous actions which alter the probability distribution 

(at least, of the two other methods evaluated, only P-log can handle such cases without changing 

the initial model). 

This thesis is divided into subsections organized by comparative criteria evaluated: 

intuitiveness, clarity and concision, ability to model causal intuitions, and flexibility. 



Section 1: Intuitive Gains 

Subjective Theory of Probability: An Agent-Centered Approach 

Probability textbooks frequently group the many philosophical approaches to probability 

into three main camps: classical, frequentist, and subjectivist. The goal of artificial intelligence 

is a practical goal; we want to design an operationally successful and efficient agent. Let us then 

briefly investigate these three views with an eye to their strengths and weaknesses while keeping 

this goal in mind. 

The classical view of probability deigns that we should assign probability values in the 

absence of any evidence (or at least only in the presence of symmetric evidence); it considers by 

default all outcomes to be equally likely and assigns them each an equal probability value. Many 

theorists (notably Keynes) have said that classical probability theory therefore relies upon a 

"pnnciple of indifference" which declares all outcomes equally probable. Though such a 

principle often works well with simple games of chance (such as rolling a die or flipping a coin), 

the theory quickly becomes problematic when given real-world application. We frequently come 

across many instances where the probabilities of possible outcomes are not equally likely; and, 

as such, correctly representing such problems within the classical framework involves the 

painstaking construction of a model such that the possible outcomes each encompass their 

correct amount of the sample space. As the usefulness of the principle of indifference is very 

limited in real-world applications, we turn to the frequentist view. 

According to the frequentists, probability just is the relative frequency that a certain 

outcome appears with respect to the total number of trials conducted. Frequentists often make 

reference to the probability "limit," hoping to approximate the "actual" probability by 

A good explanation of the principle of indifference and Keynes' contribution can be found in [2]. 



conducting a sufficiently large number of trials. By giving such an operational definition of 

probability, the frequentist opens herself up to problems. In many cases, an agent will need to 

come to a decision even though it has observed an insufficient number of trials to establish a 

limit; say we want to design an agent which can bet correctly on roulette. Now assume that, as a 

freak streak of luck, the ball lands on "7" three times in a row. According to the frequentist 

approach, the agent will believe the probability of "7" to be 100% (and so would not be a very 

successful gambler). Without the ability to take other types of background knowledge and 

evidence into accoimt, we would always need to conduct a large and possibly unpracticable 

number of trials before we could arrive at a probability value that could be asserted with a high 

degree of confidence—an option which is not always available. 

Finally, we come to the subjectivist accoimt of probability (the theory which P-log is 

designed to model), which states that probability is a degree of belief an agent has in the truth of 

a proposition with respect to a certain body of knowledge. "Subjective" in this context does not 

mean arbitrary—the probability value is still objectively determined with respect to the reference 

frame of the agent.^ Consider the following example from [2]: 

A man is sitting at a blackjack table, where cards are being dealt from a single deck. What is the 
probability he is dealt a blackjack (two cards, one of which is an ace, and the other of which is a 
10 or a face card)? The standard answer is 4 * 16/ C(52, 2). Now suppose that on the previous 
hand, cards removed from the deck were a king, two 3's, an 8 and a 5. This changes the resuUing 
calculation - but only for someone who saw the cards dealt, and takes them into account. 
Considering more information could change the result even further. In fact, the probability the 
player receives a blackjack will be either 1 or 0 if we take into account the arrangement of the 
already-shuffled cards lying in the shoe. 

' There is a sort of simplifying assumption in place here; the agent may not always have a complete enough picture 
of the domain in question to definitively determine probabilities with respect to its body of knowledge. Though 
there are many cases such as the blackjack example above where the subjective probability is so determined, there 
will be other cases in which the program does not contain sufficient information to permit the agent to arrive at a 
probability measure for a given statement. But the problem of insufficient knowledge is a problem with any 
approach; P-log is only designed to provide useful answers in situations where such information is available. 



The point is clear; probability is merely a degree of belief in a proposition based upon the best 

evidence the agent possesses at that time; indeed, with perfect knowledge of a domain, the 

probability of any proposition is either 0 or 1. One of the goals of P-log, then, is to create a 

language which can permit an agent to take into account the different types of information which 

may be available to h (both logical and probabilistic) so that it may always make the best 

"betting" decision it can at any given time. 

P-log also takes a "possible worlds" account of probability. Rather than relying upon an 

"indifference principle" or the frequency of an outcome's appearance in past observations, the 

probability of a statement's being true in P-log is the normalized summation of the probability of 

every possible world which satisfies the statement.^ In P-log, answer sets of the translation of a 

program into A-Prolog correspond to the domain's possible worlds; this is the essential analogy 

which permits P-log to bridge the gap between logic programming and probability theory. 

The P-log interpretation of possible world is slightly different, however, than other 

similar approaches in the literature. P-log interprets possible worlds as beliefs about possible 

states of affairs held by a rational agent whose background knowledge is expressed by a given 

program—and the probability of a possible world is then induced by causal probabilistic 

assmnptions contained within the program. Probabilities in P-log are therefore specified with 

" One may object that this is not true in a truly "chancy" universe or in smaller, quantum domains. This is certainly 
a valid objection; in most practical examples of probabilistic reasoning, however, such a simplifying abstraction is 
usually beneficial. 
* Normalization is the process of dividing the summation of the probabilities of each possible world in which the 
statement is true by the summation of the probabilities of every consistent possible world. 

One may observe that this computation could result in a sort of "infinity problem"; as possible worlds are 
generally thought of (in the philosophical literature) to have a sort of totality (that is, a possible world is one in 
which every proposition is either true or false), one often speaks of infmite sets of possible worlds. The term 
'possible world' in the present context (this is true notably in [1] and [4] ), however, expresses a sort of partiality; 
for this reason, I suspect it may be more appropriate to talk of 'situations' than possible worlds. Assertion of this 
claim, however, would require a much more research—and would be a project unto itself For the purposes of the 
current investigation, it is enough to acknowledge the possible difference in meaning between the use of the term in 
the two disciplines and move on. 



respect to a program which serves as the "frame of reference" (e.g. "Ppi(A)" means "the 

probability of A with respect to program pi"). 

1 argue that this is a much more intuitive accoimt of everyday probabilistic reasoning than 

the classical or frequentist approach can provide. Consider the example of betting on the roll of 

a six-sided die. Based upon our assumptions about the die (and our ignorance regarding the 

physical forces controlling which number will actually come up), we will first assume that there 

are six distinct possible states of affairs after the die is rolled, one in which " 1 " came up, one for 

"2", etc. Now suppose that we are told by a reliable source that the die is weighted such that "6" 

will come up .25 percent of the time (and all other numbers .15). We will now amend our beliefs 

(which corresponds to appending our program or frame of reference) with this new 

information—and, although we have the same number of possible worlds (and each corresponds 

to the same outcome), the possible world in which a "6" comes up is now more likely than any 

other possible state of affairs. This seems to be the correct way to explain how humans reason 

through such a case, and it is a story that neither the classical nor frequentist approach can 

accommodate. 

New Approach to Conditional Probability: Observation or Intervention 

The method of computing conditional probabilities is quite different in P-log than in 

other approaches. The common interpretation of a conditional probability statement P(A|B) is 

usually the question "What is the probability of A given that 1 know B?" But rather than 

addressing this question in an intuitive maimer, classical probability theory rather arbitrarily 

supplies us with the equation P(A|B) = P(A, B) / P(B)—which answers a slightly different 

question concerning the numerical values of the joint probability of A and B and the probability 

of B by itself 



P-log instead considers a conditional probability statement to be a hypothetical question 

designed to get at the nature of the relationship between A and B. It is important to note that 

there are really two different and distinct questions we may be asking here about the nature of 

this relationship: (1) is the standard interpretation, "What is the probability of A. given that I have 

observed B to be the caseT, and (2) is "What is tiie probability of A given that I do BT Both 

questions are logical, mental experiments conducted by the agent on her background 

information—and, in P-log, the actual computation of P(AIB) directly correlates to this more 

intuitive treatment of conditional probability. (A further discussion of the significance of the 

latter type of question is reserved for the discussion of Simpson's Paradox in Section 3.) 

In order to compute P(A|B) in the former case, we first append our knowledge base 

(program) by "obs(B)". By constraint 12 (" .- obs(B), not 5."), all of the possible worlds under 

consideration which do not satisfy B will become inconsistent and will cease to be considered. 

The probability of A is then computed on this new set of possible worlds. Under most 

conditions, this more intuitive method of computation will give the same value as the traditional 

formula (the proof of this and additional discussion is provided in Appendix D). 

Avoiding Abuses of Notation 

There is one final and serious drawback to be noted in the semantics of classical 

probability theory. Frequently we want to talk about the probability of statements rather than 

events (e.g. P(X < 7) ). The problem is that the semantics of classical probability theory only 

permits us to talk about points on a sample space, not the probability of a statement's being true. 

So in order to compute the probability of a statement such as P(X < 7), we must abuse the 

notation system and illicitly interpret it as P(the set of all points in the sample space which are 

less than 7). 



P-log, however, permits us to pose and answer questions about the probability of a 

statement in an intuitive and straightforward manner. In the above case, P(X < 7) would be 

interpreted as P( the statement "X < 7" will be satisfied), which is the probability measure of all 

of the possible worlds in which the statement is true—a much more satisfying interpretation than 

points on the sample space. 



Section 2: Clarity and Concision 

Basic points 

In the design of any new formal language, difficult choices must be made between many 

equally valid and functional methods of representation. Underlying all of these choices should 

be concerns of clarity (ease of intelligibility) and concision (efficiency of expression). Why 

choose to work in a formalism that has a high learning curve and would be unintelligible to many 

of your fellow researchers, when another option is readily available that is easily readable? Why 

model a domain in a language that would require a hundred lines of code to represent it when an 

alternative can do it equally well in ten? If one intends one's language to be at all usefiil (and 

used), attention must be given to both of these criteria. 

One of the main strengths of P-log is its ability to model domains very efficiently and 

concisely—and again, this is largely due to the combination of the flexibility and expressive 

strength of answer set programming with tools for representing probabilistic knowledge. This is 

especially true for cases when a problem involves probability distributions which are very large 

or which can be expressed using general or recursive definitions; the combination of logical and 

probabilistic knowledge in P-log permits a limitless number of probabilities to be defined with 

just a few general rules (whereas, for classical probability theory or most implementations of 

CBN's, this data would all have to be explicitly defined). 

This strength will be demonsfrated by comparison to the ability of CBN's to model a 

simple example involving a recursively computed probability. In order to do so, however, I shall 

have to introduce a sample syntax and semantics for CBN's, as they are still a relatively new 

method of representation and no unequivocal grammar has yet been provided. Such a basic 

candidate grammar. Bare Bones CBN (BBCBN) is supplied in Appendix B. 

10 



Frog Example: P-log vs. BBCBN 

Consider the following simple problem: there is a frog named Kermit who lives in a 

swamp with two lily pads. Now assume that, once every minute, Kermit considers hopping from 

one lily pad to the other. The first lily pad happens to be a better location for fly-catching 

compared to the second lily pad; so, all things being equal, Kermit prefers lily pad 1 to lily pad 2. 

So say that, from watching Kermit's behavior, we have noticed that if he is on lily pad 1, he will 

only jump to lily pad 2 about 10% of the time; but, if he is on lily pad 2, he will jump to lily pad 

one about 30% of the time (lily pad 1 is better, but he is generally lazy). 

This is a very simple domain. Let us begin by considering only one jump cycle. We 

attempt to model this situation in BBCBN by giving it the most favorable case and using the 

simplifying assumptions that there is only one frog we are interested in, and the only factors we 

are concerned with are location and time. We may then model this example in BBCBN as 

follows (in this case, a true value for the time variable means the frog was at lily pad 1, and a 

false value means the frog was at lily pad 2): 

We have one link: 
<timeO, timel> 

And the probability distribution table: 

{timel, true, .9 {(timeO, true)} 
{timel, false, .1 {(timeO, true)} 
{timel, true, .3 {(timeO, false)} 
{timel, false, .7 {(timeO, false)} 

which can be translated into the following conditional probabilities: 

P(Kermit stayed on lily pad 1 at time 1 | was on lily pad 1 at time 0) = .9 
P(Kermit jumped to lily pad 2 at time 1 | was on lily pad 1 at time 0) = . 1 
P(Kermit jumped to lily pad 1 at time 1 j was on lily pad 2 at time 0) = .3 
P(Kermit stayed on lily pad 2 at time 1 | was on lily pad 2 at time 0) = .7 

11 



Now let us model the same mformation in P-log, usmg the Boolean attribute jump and 

the relation "sittingon": 

P(tiin«> I timtQ) • 9 
P(~1un*l I imiO) - .1 
P(1und I -1iin«C^ - 3 
P(-liin»l I -luBciOO • .7 

P(lime21 tiiatl) - 9 
P(->1in«2|UmeO- .1 
P(tin>e2|~1mel)-.3 
P(~lBB«21 -timel) - 3 

P(tini«31 time2> • 5 
P(-4und I l in i^ - .1 
P(tuni31 -IJintT) - 3 

Pr(~jump(T) |c sitting_on(lilypadl, T)) = .9 
Pr(jump(T) |c sittmg_on(lilypadl, T)) = .1 
Pr(jump(T) |c sitting_on(lilypad2, T)) = .3 
Pr(~jump(T) |c sitting_on(lilypad2, T)) = .7 

Notice that this is a general definition; it makes a 

statement about jumping at any time as opposed to the 

BBCBN's version of the problem, which only makes a 

statement about jumping at time 1.̂  While P-log and 

BBCBN perform equally well in this case, say that we now 

want to know the probability that Kermit is on lily pad 1 at 

time 10 minutes if we know that he started out on lily pad 

1 at tune 0? 

Fu^t, on the BBCBN method, note that we will 

need 2^2 * 10 = 40 entries in our probability table, four for Rgure i. Graphical 
representation of Kennit 
RRCRN 

each time period; whereas, in P-log, the original four 

declarations are sufficient. Now say we want to know where Kermit is after 100 mmutes? It is 

easy to see that explicitiy defining each probability quickly becomes unmanageable.' 

It is also worth noting how difficuh h will be to actually compute the probability of 

Kermit bemg on lily pad 1 at tune 10 given that we knew he was on lily pad 1 at tune 0. We are 

askmg the question P(sitting on lily pad 1 at tune 10 | sitting on lily pad 1 at time 0). In BBCBN 

^ This could easily be fixed by adding variable support to BBCBN. BBCBN is admittedly a weak foil designed only 
to demonstrate the expressive power of P-log. 
' I do not mean to say that it is not possible to formally implement a general method of probability expression for 
CBN's, only that such definitions are already possible in P-log. 

12 



terms, we are asking P(timelO = true | timeO = true). To compute this, let's say we want to chain 

backward through the time states. To find P(sitting on lily pad 1 at time 10 | sitting on lily pad 1 

at time 0), we need to compute two probabilities and add them, 

P(on lilypadl at timelO | on lilypadl at time9 AND on lilypadl at timeO)) 
and 

P(on lilypadl at time 10 ] on lilypad2 at time9 AND on lilypadl at timeO)). 

But finding each of these involves the computation and addition of two more probabilities each: 

the probability Kermit was on lily pad one and two at the previous step—and so on and so forth 

for each time period until we get back to time 0. By the time we are done, we will have to make 

2-̂ 10 individual probability computations, each involving ten entries from the probability table! 

It is easy to see how this quickly balloons out of control.* 

Next consider the case that we have information that Kermit will never be on lily pad 2 

on any even numbered minute (say an alligator comes by every two minutes and Kermit wants to 

avoid him). Making this change to the BBCBN model would require changing 20 probability 

table entries. For P-log, we can merely add the following line of code to our previous model and 

our task is done: 

:- sitting_on(lilypad2, T), T mod 2 = 0. 

Once this single line is added, all possible worlds in which Kermit is on lily pad 2 on an even 

numbered minute will become inconsistent and will cease to be computed when normalizing 

probabilities (on the BBCBN method, it is still necessary, if using a general formula for 

computation, to calculate conditional probabilities of all impossible links—even after making all 

the explicit changes to the probability tables). 

Conclusion 

* This is still a difficult computation to make in P-log which involves a large number of calculations on 2'̂ 10 
possible worlds, but none of this computation needs to be done by the user; it can be done by the P-log interpreter. 

13 



Although BBCBN is only a very basic outline of a language for CBN's, it does serve to 

illustrate an important point: that the levels of complexity and the difficulty of modeling and 

computing even very simple probability problems can be quite high. Certainly there will be 

innovations in the CBN method that will be able to overcome the sorts of difficulties described in 

this section; I only wish to illustrate that P-log is already able to express these problems clearly 

and concisely, with minimal strain on the user. 

A more general solution to the Kermit problem in P-log is offered in Appendix C. 

14 



Section 3: Causality 

Introduction 

For most of the 20* Century, talk of causality has been largely avoided and condemned 

in the literature of probability theory and statistical analysis.^ Instead of directly talking about 

causal relations when doing statistical analysis, many of the foremost experts in the field have 

sought to reduce all notion of cause and effect to the idea of statistical correlation, dismissing 

causality as a chimera. The need for causal intuitions will be demonstrated in this section by 

examining (and providing a solution to) the long-standing conundrum in statistics known as 

Simpson's Paradox. 

Simpson's Paradox and Causal Intuitions 

Consider the following example which introduces Simpson's Paradox: you are a medical 

researcher trying to establish a link between some behavior Y (say yam consumption), some 

physical trait B (say having a big nose), and recovery from a disease.'° Assume now that our 

research has returned the following probability distribution (the final column is the recovery rate 

for that subpopulation): 

B, Y 
B,~Y 

~B, Y 
~B,~Y 

% of 
population 

45% 
5% 
5% 

45% 

recovery 
rate 

60% 
65% 
40% 
50% 

First, we may notice that, among those with a big nose, those who eat yams are less likely to 

recover: 

' A thorough and interesting account of this debate is supplied in [3]. 
'° Thanks to Dr. Nelson Rushton for providing the basic framework of the following example. The silly factors 
were chosen in order to present Simpson's Paradox without illicitly sneaking in any intuitions which may make the 
problem seem less troubling than it actually is. 

15 



(P(R I Y, B) = 60% < P(R I ~Y, B) = 65% ). 

Similarly, the same is true amongst those without a big nose: 

P(R I Y, ~B) = 40% < P(R I ~Y, ~B) = 50% 

However, we note that, among the general population (not conditioning on nose size), those 

who eat yams are more likely to recover: 

P(R I Y) = 58% > P(R I ~Y) = 51.5% 

This phenomena is known as Simpson's Paradox: when the direction of an inequality occurring 

in a population is reversed in every single subpopulation after conditioning on a certain variable. 

The paradox arises from the causal interpretations commonly given to conditional probability 

statements; depending on how we look at it, this data set seems to tell us that eating yams causes 

both an increase and a decrease in our chances of recovery. 

What's even more troubling, however, is the answer we seem to get to the simple, 

straightforward question: "Should we eat yams?" We are left with the conclusion that, if we do 

not know the patient's nose size, we should recommend that they eat yams. Yet as soon as we 

know the size of their nose, regardless of whether it is large or small, we should recommend 

that they not eat yams. Clearly this is an unacceptable conclusion. 

Classical probability theorists have attempted to address this problem in a number of 

ways, trying everything from metrics designed to detect the problem (none of which yet succeed 

in all cases) to just biting the bullet and asserting that Simpson's paradox is some evil 

characteristic of the numbers that is to be avoided at all costs. Couched in talk of correlation, 

their explanation for what is going on in the present example may be something as follows: all 

else being equal (which is statistician-speak for "down to the finest subpopulation"), eating yams 

hurts your chances of recovery; but eating yams is highly correlated with nose size, which is the 

16 



most important factor in determining recovery—so, as soon as we see someone eating yams (and 

we know nothing of their nose size), all else ceases to be equal, and our suspicion that they will 

recover increases. Furthermore if we then witness that a patient has a large nose, all else ceases 

to be equal again—evidence of yam consumption now becomes irrelevant, and yams are again 

viewed as harmful. 

We may now wonder what is missing from this picture. The answer favored by myself 

and the designers of P-log is causal intuitions." In order to illustrate this point, I recast the 

problem in terms of an actual sexual harassment lawsuit brought against University of California 

at Berkeley regarding statistics on hiring practices. Pretend, now, that you are a 

philosophically and mathematically astute judge presented with the following data alleging that 

Berkeley's hiring practices discriminate against women (let E be engineering disciplines, ~E be 

all other disciplines, W be woman, and ~W be man): 

Avg. # of 
Applicants % 
(out of 100) hire rate 

~E, ~W 45 60% 
~E, W 5 65% 

E, ~W 5 40% 
E, W 45 50% 

By examining the table, we can see that, in the general population, fewer women are hired (58% 

of men to 51.5% of women). However, by running the numbers, we also notice that, for every 

hundred applicants, there are on the average 30.25 non-engineering hires but only 24.5 

engineering hires. Yet 90%) of the women are applying for the engineering jobs, of which there 

" A more thorough discussion of Simpson's Paradox and casual intuitions can be found in Chapter 6 of [3]. 
'̂  This example is only loosely based on an actual court case brought against Berkeley (the specifics of the actual 
case can be found in [5]); I have recast the numbers and factors to match my previous example for the sake of 
simplicity (and, in addition, 1 have tooled the data to reflect an optimistic outlook: too many women applying in 
engineering). The case was thrown out when it was demonstrated that the data was an instance of Simpson's 
paradox. 
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are fewer to go around. We can see that this fact accounts for the seemmgly discrimmatoiy skew 

in the data, and that the figures conditioned on disciplme choice are the correct ones to use. The 

case, therefore, should be dismissed. 

We may now ask why we are able to navigate this example while finding ourselves stuck 

on the example involvmg big noses and yams, even though they involve the same probability 

distribution. The answer may be surprismg: it is our miplicit causal assumptions about the data 

that allow us to make sense of the Berkeley case and not the latter. It is only because we know 

that gender cannot cause discipline choice tiiat we can solve tiie sexual discrimination case. 

Thmk for a moment; if it were possible that disciplme choice caused gender, then we would still 

be stuck. 

Let us then return to the yams case. There are two possible causal assumptions that we 

can make in this example: either yams consumption causes big nosedness (in which case we 

should eat yams) or it does not (in vsWch case we should not eat yams).*^ 

Both hypotheses are equally consistent with the data set. 

'̂  There are a number of other possible causal diagrams for the latter case; it may be that there is some unknown 
third factor which cases both yam consumption and big-nosedness, and then big-nosedness and yam consumption 
both affect recovery (as siblings). It is also possible that yam consumption, nose size, and recovery rate are all 
sibling children of an unknown third factor. The important thing to note is that, in all of these cases, we should not 
eat yams; the only case in which yams are beneficial is if yam consumption causes you to have a big nose. 

18 



The staunch correlationist may simply dig in her heels at this point and say, "Yes, well 

then P-log is just as stuck as we are; if statistical data are supposed to show us causal 

relationships, then you are in essence saying that we can solve the problem once we already 

know the answer." In some sense, this is true. However, even though we are frequentiy ignorant 

about the precise causal relationships between factors, in many cases it is quite obvious, either 

from commonsense intuitions or from other scientific background information about the 

problem, that the link of causality simply must or cannot go certain ways. In many domains, we 

already have very developed notions about the causal links in the data; to ignore these intuitions, 

which could possibly allow us to avoid instances of Simpson's paradox, seems 

counterproductive and absurd. 

The case is especially poignant when considering applications of probabilistic reasoning 

in artificial intelligence; though humans can easily "fill in the gaps" created by Simpson's 

paradox in many cases, for an artificial agent to navigate even the simplest of these problems, the 

causal intuitions must be explicitly specified and formally represented. P-log provides us with 

the framework to do just that. 

The solution to Simpson's paradox (both in CBN's and in P-log) relies upon the second 

sort of conditional probability question described in Section 1. We are looking for a prescriptive 

answer; we want to know whether or not we should eat yams if we want to recover. Our 

question is therefore, "What is the probability of recovery given that I eat yamsT, and not the 

more passive question, "What is the probability of recovery given that I observe yam 

consumption?" This corresponds to a mental experiment involving an intervention to the system, 

and this is what is expressed by the do operator; computation of the second sort of conditional 

probability question in P-log involves appending the base program by "do(B)" (instead of 
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"obs(B)"). By translation rule 10 ("~random(X):- do(X)."), B ceases to be considered a random 

event. In CBN terms, this has the effect of making B causally independent of all other variables 

(all links going into B are severed, and the corresponding conditional probability equations 

discarded); we are no longer concerned with the possibility that nose size causes yam 

consumption. (An example of how to use the do operator in P-log and how it can solve 

Simpson's paradox is aptly discussed in [1], and so will not be superfluously repeated here). 

Based on which of the possible causal diagrams our program assumes, we will then arrive at the 

correct answer. 

Causal Probability Declarations and CBN's 

In [3], Pearl has offered em excellent solution to Simpson's paradox using CBN's and the 

do operator. P-log's approach to causal intuitions is quite similar. All probability declarations in 

a P-log program are given causal interpretation; the statement pr(A |c B) = X is interpreted to say 

"the probability of A being caused by factors determined by B is X." As a result, causal 

diagrams can be explicitly specified in P-log programs when available. Yet complete causal 

models need not be assumed in order to model a domain (as with CBN's); probabilities may also 

be defined without anything after the "|c". Indeed, a central strength of the P-log approach is that 

this specification is optional; if such assumptions are available, they can be specified in the 

program (in fact, CBN's can be mapped into P-log programs of similar size)—and if unavailable, 

they can be left out. 
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Section 4: Flexibility 

Introduction: Multiple Models in One 

When P-log programs are translated into A-Prolog or CR-Prolog, they can take advantage 

of die strengths of these two languages: non-monotonicity (for both) and the ability to use 

consistency-restoring rules (for CR-Prolog). Both of these capabilities permit a level of 

flexibility that is not possible in classical probability theory or CBN's; as will be explained in the 

following section, we can, essentially, define multiple models (probability distributions) in one 

program and seamlessly move between models when coming by new information. 

The Defeasibility of Probabilistic Assumptions 

P-log relies upon probabilistic assumptions in order to induce a classical probability 

measure for each possible world. However, when the agent discovers new information about its 

domain, these assumptions are defeasible; this is the function of the "random" declaration. 

Consider the following example; we want to know the probability of getting two sixes when 

rolling two fair dice. Initially we have 36 possible worlds with an equal probability. Now say 

that, instead of randomly rolling both dice, we place the second die on the table such that "6" is 

showing (which corresponds to amending our program by something like "do(roll(dice2) = 6)"). 

We now find ourselves in a new probability distribution. When the "do" operator is used, 

translation rule 10 ("~random(X) :- do(X).") defeats the probabilistic assumption; we are left 

with six possible worids (the 30 possible worlds which do not satisfy "roll(dice2) = 6" become 

inconsistent); and, of those possible worids which are left, the probability equation of tiie second 

dice ceases to contribute to their probability (i.e., the probability equation for the rolling of the 

second die is discarded as it is no longer considered a random event)—and so the (non-

normalized) probability of each is 1/6. In essence, the defeasibility of probabilistic assumptions 
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provides us a simple way to move between probability distributions within the same program by 

using the do operator to represent an external intervention on the system.'"* 

P-log, CR-Prolog, and Exogenous Actions 

When P-log is translated into a dialect of CR-Prolog, we can also move between different 

models in a much more significant way. CR-Prolog permits the usage of "consistency-restoring" 

rules, which may come into effect when the program does not have a single consistent answer 

set. CR rules are of the form "/.-+ 5." where "B" is some set of literals which the program must 

satisfy and "1" is a set of literals which may be concluded in order to restore consistency to the 

program (the ":-+" differs from the normal ":-" in that the rule is only activated if otherwise there 

are no consistent answer sets). 

In order to better demonstrate how this can be done, I offer the following example: say 

we are playing blackjack with a group of fiiends (using a single deck of cards), and we want to 

know the probability that the next card dealt will be an ace. Say we have the general probability 

statement for being dealt an ace at time T ("n_r" stands for "numberremaining"): 

pr(deal(ace, T) |c n_r(aces, X, T), n_r(cards, Y, T), time(T)) = X/Y. 

Facts about the initial status of the deck: 

n_r(cards, 54, 0). 
n_r(aces, 4, 0). 

A causal law axiom regarding dealing: 

n_r(C, N-1, T+1):- deal(C, T), n_r(C, N, T), not ~n_r(C, N-1, T+1). 

A closed-world assumption for numberremaining: 

~n_r(C, Nl, T):- n_r(C, N2, T), Nl != N2. 

''• Pearl's do calculus does provide a way to correctly account for this sort of intervention on the system without 
changing models; classical probability theory does not. 
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Now, say that we have watched several hands dealt and have seen all four aces already played; 

but then we witness Stan, who is dealing, get a blackjack. Based on our earlier assumptions, this 

is an impossible state of affairs, and our original program will have no consistent possible worlds 

(answer sets). Consider, now, that we have some exceptional circumstance in mind which may 

make sense of the abnormal behavior in this case; in this example, say we know that, when Stan 

deals, every once in a while he likes to cheat and deal himself an extra ace from his sleeve.'^ To 

represent this, we may add the CR-Rule: 

cheat(T):-+ deal(ace, T), n_r(aces, 0, T), dealer(stan). 

Anticipating this possibility, we may also have included in our initial program the following 

rules: 

n_r(aces, N, T+1):- n_r(aces, N, T), cheat(T). 
n_r(cards, N, T+1):- n_r(cards, N, T), cheat(T). 

Based on this new evidence, then, our CR rule will come into effect, and we will find ourselves 

in a new probability distribution in which our original probability equation will still supply us 

with the correct probability measure for being dealt an ace under these altered conditions. 

Such a modification of the probability distribution in either classical probability theory or 

CBN's would require starting over from scratch and creating a new model; P-log permits all this 

information to be included in the initial program, and allows seamless movement back and forth 

between models as new information is discovered. In essence, the combination of P-log and CR-

rules permits a single program to be encoded with a limitiess number of probability distributions. 

'* Such an exceptional circumstance is usually called an exogenous action; in artificial intelligence, it is often useful 
to assume such unpredictable but possible actions have occurred in instances where an agent finds itself in a 
situation that does not match its expectations. In such cases, it is often usefiil for an agent to begin implementing 
some sort of diagnostic reasoning (by assuming the occurrence of some exogenous error condition(s)) that could 
explain its current plight. 
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Appendix A: Simple Sample Programs with Output 
Simple Coins Example (Translated into A-Prolog) 

%declarations 
coins(1). 
coins(2). 
result(h). 
result(t). 
#domain coins(C), result(V). 

%prob; s = side 
pr(s(C,V),1,N) :- flip(C), N=2. 

%attrib 
s(C, t) I s(C, h) :- flip{C) . 

%:-s(C, h) , s(C, t) . 

flip(l) . 
flip{2) . 

alarm(on) :- s(l, h) , s(2, h) . 
alarm(on) :- s(l, t) , s(2, t) . 

alarm(off) :- not alarm{on)... 

Output from Smodels: 
4 possible worlds, {hh, ht, th, tt} 

smodels version 2.26. Reading...done 
Answer: 1 
Stable Model: s{2,h) s(l,t) alarm(off) flip(2) flip(l) pr(s(2,t),1,2) 
pr(s{2,h),1,2) pr(s(l,t),1,2) pr(s(1,h),1,2) result(t) result(h) coins(2) 
coins(1) 
Answer: 2 
Stable Model: alarm(on) s(l,t) s(2,t) flip(2) flipd) pr (s (2, t) , 1, 2) 
pr(s(2,h),1,2) pr(s(1,t),1,2) pr(s(1,h),1,2) result(t) result(h) coins(2) 
coins(1) 
Answer: 3 
Stable Model: alarm(on) s(l,h) s(2,h) flip(2) flipd) pr (s (2, t) , 1, 2) 
pr(s(2,h),1,2) pr(s(l,t),1,2) pr(s(l,h),1,2) result(t) result(h) coins(2) 
coins(1) 
Answer: 4 
Stable Model: s(l,h) s(2,t) alarm(off) flip{2) flip(l) pr(s(2,t) , 1, 2) 
pr(s(2,h),1,2) pr(s(l,t),1,2) pr(s(l,h),1, 2) result{t) result(h) coins(2) 
coins(1) 
False 
Duration: 0.000 
Number of choice points: 3 
Number of wrong choices: 3 
Number of atoms: 21 
Number of rules: 23 
Number of picked atoms: 13 
Number of forced atoms: 0 
Number of truth assignments: 62 
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Size of searchspace (removed): 4 (1) 

The Monty Hall Problem: An A-Prolog Translation of the P-log Solution 
Player has selected door I, Monty opens door 2 (Monty will not open a door which holds the 
prize). Two possible worlds, one in which prize is behind door 1 (the player wins), one in which 
the prize is behind door 3. 

%declarations 
doors (1) . 
doors (2) . 
doors (3) . 
#domain doors (D) , doors (Dl), doors(D2), doors(N) . 

%open, prize, selected : doors 
l{open(X) : doors(X)}l. 
-open(Dl) :- open (D2), neq(Dl,D2). 
1{prize(X) : doors(X)}l. 
-prize(Dl) :- prize(D2), neq(Dl,D2). 
l{selected(X) : doors(X)}l. 

-selected(Dl) :- selected(D2), neq(Dl, D2) . 

%regular rules: 
-free(D) :- selected(D). 
-free(D) :- prize(D). 
free(D) :- not -free(D). 
:- open(D), -free(D). 
num_free_doors(2) :- prize(D) , selected(D). 
num_free_doors(1) :- not num_free_doors(2) . 

%Probabilistic Information 
%pr(open(D) |c num_free_doors (N) , free(D)) = l/N. 
pr(open(D),1,N) :- open(D), num_free_doors(N), free(D). 
pr(prize(D),1,3) :- prize(D). 
pr(selected(D),1,3) :- selected(D). 

%Observations; player selects door 1, monty opens door 2 
obs(open(2)). 
obs(selected(1)). 

obs(open(D)), not open(D). 
o b s ( s e l e c t e d ( D ) ) , not s e l e c t e d ( D ) . 
o b s ( o p e n ( 2 ) ) , not open(2 ) . 

O u t p u t f r o m S m o d e l s : 

smodels v e r s i o n 2 . 2 6 . Read ing . . . done 
Answer: 1 
Stable Model: open(2) -open(3) -open(l) -free(3) -free(l) selected(l) 
prize (3) obs(open(2)) obs(selected(1)) -selected(3) -selected(2) 
num_free_doors(l) free(2) pr(open(2),1,1) pr(prize(3),1,3) 
pr(selected(l),1,3) -prize(2) -prize(1) doors(3) doors(2) doors(1) 
Answer: 2 
Stable Model: open(2) -open(3) -open(l) -free(l) selected(1) prize(1) 
obs(open(2)) obs(selected(1)) -selected(3) -selected(2) free(3) 
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num_free_doors(2) free(2) pr(open(2),1,2) pr(prize(1),1,3) 
pr(selected(1),1,3) -prize(3) -prize(2) doors(3) doors(2) doors(1) 
False 
Duration: 0.000 
Number of choice points: 1 
Number of wrong choices: 1 
Number of atoms: 54 
Number of rules: 84 
Number of picked atoms: 6 
Number of forced atoms: 1 
Number of truth assignments: 113 
Size of searchspace (removed): 2 (2) 

Queries to Problog.exe on Monty Hall Program (Actual Output): 

Problog Utility 
Version 1.2 
Please type the name of the input file and press enter. 
7monty2.txt 

Number of models: 2 
Type "d" to display answer sets, "q" to exit, or "h" for help. 
?d 

Answer set 1: 
Probabilities: 
pr(open(2),l,l), pr(prize(3),13), pr(selected(l),l,3) 
Literals: 
open(2), -open(3), -open(l), -free(3), -free(l), selected(l), prize(3), obs(open 
(2)), obs(selected(l)), -selected(3), -selected(2), num_free_doors(l), free(2), 
-prize(2), -prize(l), doors(3), doors(2), doors(l) 

Answer set 2: 
Probabilities: 
pr(open(2),l,2), pr(prize(l),l,3), pr(selected(l),l,3) 
Literals: 
open(2), -open(3), -open(l), -free(l), selected(l), prize(l), obs(open(2)), obs( 
selected(l)), -selected(3), -selected(2), free(3), num_free_doors(2), free(2), -
prize(3), -pri2e(2), doors(3), doors(2), doors(l) 

?prize(l) 
The normalized probability of query [prize(l)] is .333333333. 
?prize(2) 
The normalized probability of query [prize(2)] is 0. 
?prize(3) 
The normalized probability of query [prize(3)] is .666666666. 
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Appendix B: Sample Syntax and Semanrics for CBN's 

Causal Bayesian Networks are Bayesian networks (or belief networks) in which links are 

directed and are given causal interpretation. CBN's are generally represented by Directed 

Acyclic Graphs (all discussion of DAG's will follow the definitions in [3]). The important 

causal interpretations given to links are claims of causal independence; a node (a set of variables) 

is causally independent of all other nodes (sets of variables) except its Markovian parents. Such 

representations of causal intuitions provide a simple graphical way to predict the outcome of 

interventions on the system. 

However, such DAG's are merely efficient ways of representing CBN's, and not a formal 

syntax and semantics. As CBN's are quite new, most researchers rely upon fast and loose 

interpretations of DAG's for many reasons: they may want to save space by not providing 

lengthy formal definitions, they may recognize that such definitions would be useless to a young 

language that is still in flux, or they may want to use shorthand expressions (such as, in some 

cases, recursively computed probability) that are intelligible to the reader but for which a formal 

syntax and semantics has not yet been defined. In order to evaluate the performance of CBN's 

compared to P-log in modeling examples, we shall first need a text-only formal syntax and 

semantics. 

Therefore (with the help of Dr. Nelson Rushton), I propose the following Bare Bones 

language for CBN's (BBCBN): 

The signature of BBCBN contains three types of objects: variable names, links, and 

probability tables entries. 

A variable name denotes a random variable (as a simplifying assumption, all variables are 

assimied to be Boolean): 
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Vamame->X1 | X2 | ... 

A link is an ordered pair of variables: 

Link -> <vamamel, vamame2> 

Vamamel is called the parent of vamame2; vamame2 is called the child of 

vamamel. 

A probability table entry consists of a set containing: 
1. An ordered pair of a variable and a probability value between 0 and 1. 
2. A parent value set consisting of ordered pairs of the variable's parents and 
Boolean values. 

Entry -> {child. Boolean, probvalue {(parent. Boolean)*}} 

A BBCBN is said to be complete iff, 
—for every child, there is a probability table entry for each possible combination of 
Boolean values of its parents. 
—for every probability table entry, each of the variable's parents occurs in the parent 
value set. 

For example, the network: 
<xl,x3><x2, x3> 
{x3,T,.25{(xl,T),(x2,T)} 
{x3,T,.25{(xl,T),(x2,F)} 
{x3,T,.25{(xl,F),(x2,T)} 

is not complete imtil we add the entry 
{x3,T,.25{(xl,F),(x2,F)} 

and 
<xl,x3><x2, x3> 
{x3,T,.25{(xl,T),(x2,T)} 
{x3,T,.25{(xl,T),(x2,F)} 
{x3,T,.25{(xl,T),(x2,F)} 
{x3,T,.25{(xl,F)} 
is not complete, as x2 is also one of 
x3's parents. 

Each variable table entry can be interpreted as a conditional probability of the form: 

P( Variable's being true | list of parent values) = probability value 

For example, 

{x3, T, .25 {(xl, T), (x2, F)} can be interpreted to mean P(x3 | xl , ~x2) = .25. 

Every probability table entry is taken by default to define the value of the variable's being true; 
by defining the value of true, we automatically have the value of false. 

Ex. {x3, T, .25 {(xl, T), (x2, F)} tells us that {x3, F, .75 {(xl, T), (x2, F)}. 

This explanation will be sufficient for the purposes of the example problem in Section 1. 
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Appendix C: Frog Example in P-log and A-Prolog 

The following is the ftill version of an example program discussed in section 1 
in bold is the P-log code, and in normal text is its A-Prolog translation. 

%Frogs.txt 
%Cameron Buckner, Feb. 18, 2004 
% 
%Frogs example program 
% 

%Effectively demonstrates the ease with which recursively defined probabilities 
%can be modeled and computed using P-log. 

%Consider the following domain, involving a frog and two lily pads: 
locations = {lilypadl, lilypad2}. 
Frog = {kermit}. 

#domain frog(F). 
#domain loc(L). 
loc(lilypadl). loc(lilypad2). 
frog(kermit). 

%Say there are ten discrete decision moments for the frog. 
%N is to be filled in with the highest integer number of decision 
%moments you want to evaluate 
%Number of possible worlds will be 2'̂ N 
Time = {1..N}. 

#domain time(T). 
time(l..N). 

%The frog can jump fi-om one lily pad to another; we define the attribute jump 
%and the relation sittingon (which maps from location to location). 
jump : frog x location-> location. 
Rel sitting_on : frog x location x time. 

%The fi-og's jumping decision is probabilistic 
random jump. 
random(jump(F, T)):- not ~random(jump(F, T)). 

%At any time, the fi-og either jiunps to the other lily pad or stays put. 
%(jump is a Boolean attribute) 
jump(F, T) I ~jimip(F, T) :- random(jump(F, T)). 

%Cancellation axiom for jumping: implich in P-log, needed in A-Prolog 
~random(jump(F, T)) :- do(jump(F, T)). 
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%But kermit is a finicky frog; he prefers lily pad 1 (juicier flies). 
%So if he is on lily pad 1, he has a 90% chance of staying put. 
pr(~jump(kermit, T) |c sitting_on(kermit, lilypadl, T) = .9. 

pr(~jump(kermit, T), 9, 10):- sitting_on(kermit, lilypadl, T), ~jump(kermit, T), 
random(jump(kermit, T)). 

%And conversely, a 10% chance of jumping to lily pad 2 
pr(jump(kermit, T) |c sitting_on(kermit, lilypadl, T) = .1. 

pr(jump(kermit, T), 9, 10) :- sitting_on(kermit, lilypad2, T), jump(kermit, T), 
random(jmnp(kermit, T)). 

%lf kermit is on lily pad 2, he has a 70% chance of staying put (he is a little lazy) and a 
%30% chance of jumping to lily pad 1, which he generally prefers. 
pr(~jump(kermit, T) |c sitting_on(kermit, lilypad2, T) = .7. 
pr(jump(kermit, T) |c sitting_on(kermit, lilypad2, T) = .3. 

pr(~jump(kermit, T), 7, 10):- sitting_on(kermit, lilypad2, T), ~jump(kermit, T), 
random(jiunp(kermit, T)). 

prGump(kermit, T), 3, 10) :- sitting_on(kermit, lilypad2, T), jump(kermit, T), 
random(jump(kermit, T)). 

%Observation and Deliberate Action Axioms 
%Required for all P-log translations: 

:- obsGump(F, T)), not jump(F, T). 
jump(F, T):- do(jump(F, T)). 

%Eliminating impossible worlds 
%Required for all P-log translations: 

:- prGump(F, T), X, 0), number(X). 
:- pr(iump(F, T), 0, X), number(X). 

%REGULAR PART 

%Jumping Axioms: 
%If the frog jmnps at time T, he will be on the other lily pad 
%at time T+1: 

sitting_on(F, lilypadl, T+1):- sitting_on(F, lilypad2, T), jump(F, T). 
sitting_on(F, lilypad2, T+1):- sitting_on(F, lilypadl, T), jump(F, T). 
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%And an Inertia Axiom for lily pads: 

sitting_on(F, L, T+1) :- sitting_on(F, L, T), not jump(F, T). 

%Finally, we seed Kermie on lily pad #1, 
%and let the hopping begin: 

sitting_on(kermit, lilypadl, 1). 
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Appendix D: Conditional Probability Proof 

Proof of Proposition 2 

Cameron Buckner 

Department of Computer Science 
Texas Tech University 
Lubbock, Texas 79409 

cameron.j.buckner@ttu.edu 

1 Proposition 2 

Constraint 11. ^ obs{a(X, Y)),not a(X, Y)). 

Condition 13. Pn{A\B) = Pn{A A B)/Pn{B). 

Proposition 2. Let £ be a dialect of A-Prolog monotonic with respect to constraints, 
and let 77 be a consistent P-log program over C. Then for every A and every B such 
that Pn{B) ^ 0, Pn satisfies condition 13 (above). 

Proof: By the definition of conditional probability in Plog, Pn{A\B) = PniA), where 
71 = 77 U {obs{B)}. 

Let us order all possible worlds of 77 in such a way that 
{wi ...Wj} is the set of all possible worlds of 77 that contain both A and B, 
{wi...wi} is the set of all possible worlds of 77 that contain B, and 
{wi...Wn} is the set of all possible worlds of 77. 

As £ is monotonic with respect to consU-aints, we know that the possible worlds of 72 
will be all and only those of 77 that satisfy B (those that do not will be made inconsistent 
by constraint 11). So, by the definition of normalized probability in Plog, i{Pn{B) ^ 0, 
then 

Now if we divide both the numerator and denominator by the normalizing factor for 77, 
we have 

E L I ^ M _ T,UlPM/T,:^lPi^^) _ Pn(AAB)/Er=iP(wi) _ Pn(AAB) 

Therefore condition 13 holds under the specified conditions. • 
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Proposition X. Let £ be a dialect of CR-Prolog and let 77 be a consistent P-log pro
gram over £. Then for every conditional probability computafion over B, if P{B) / 0, 
then n will be monotonic with respect to constraints for that computation (and, there
fore, condition 13 will hold under the specified conditions). 

Proof: First, given that Pn {B) ^ 0, we know, by the definifion of probability in P-log, 
that there must exist at least one consistent possible world of 77 that satisfies B. 

By the theorems of CR-Prolog, a consistency-restoring rule will be activated iff all 
answer sets of 77 are inconsistent; otherwise, it will behave in all respects just as an 
idenfical program in A-Prolog (and will, by the theorems of A-Prolog, be monotonic 
with respect to constraints). Therefore we know that, with respect to B, IT will be 
monotonic with respect to constraints, and so condition 13 will also hold for CR-Prolog 
under the specified condifions. 
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Appendix E: Problog.exe Program 

Readme File 

README for Problog.exe Utility, v 1.2 

1. Instructions on Use 

Problog.exe is a utility in C that allows the user to compute the 
probabilities 
of literals when supplied with answer set output file from a program written 
in 
the "Plog" language being developed by Dr. Michael Gelfond, Dr. Nelson 
Rushton, 
and Dr. Chitta Baral ("Probabilistic Reasoning with Answer Sets", unpub). 

A. Input file format 
This version of problog requires input files to be standard output from an A-
Prolog program (translated from Plog) that is passed to smodels. To get the 
output in the correct format, pipe the output from passing a (translated from 
Plog) A-Prolog file to smodels via the command execution to a text file: 

Iparse --true-negation <inputfile> | smodels 0 >> <outputfile> 

and then enter <outputfile> when prompted by problog.exe. 

To use the utility, r\in "problog.exe" at the Unix command line. You will 
then 
be prompted for the input file. 

B. Queries 
If the file is valid, you may then compute the probabilities of literals, 
the joint probability of a list of literals, and conditional probabilities 
between lists of literals. 

To calculate the normalized probability of a literal, type in the literal 
and then enter. 

Ex. open(1) 

To calculate a joint probability, enter the list of literals separated 
by commas. 

Ex. open(l), free(3) 

To calculate a conditional probability, enter the list of literals, then the 
I symbol, followed by the list of conditionals. 

Ex. open(3) I prize(2), free(3) 

C. Other commands 
The only other commands in this version are "h" for help, "q" to exit, and 
"d" 
to display the program's answer sets. 

2. Description of implementation. 

A. Answer sets 
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ro log.exe vi.2 deals with answer sets by saving them into an easily 
manipulatable linked list data structure. Probabilistic information for each 
answer set is saved separately from the literals in order to facilitate the 
calculation of the probability of that "possible world." The probability of 
each answer set can be computed by multiplying the probabilities of every 
probabilistic literal that is an element of that answer set. 

B. Probabilities of literals 

^^^K^K°?^^^'''^^^ °^ ^ literal supplied in a query is computed by adding the 
probabilities of all of the possible worlds that contain that literal. This 
is known as the 

unnormalized probability of that literal. In order to satisfy the axioms of 
probability, the sum of all of the probabilities must be equal to one. As in 
some conditions this may not be the case in a Plog program, the probability 
must be normalized. 

The normalization of a probability is computed by summing the probability of 
3.XX 

of the possible worlds in the input file and then dividing the unnormalized 
probability by this value. This is the correct "probability measure" of that 
literal. 

C. Joint probabilities 
Joint probabilities are computed in the same manner as individual 
probabilities, 
except the answer sets summed in the unnormalized probability must contain 
every literal in the query list. 

D. Conditional probabilities 
C o n d i t i o n a l p r o b a b i l i t i e s a r e computed c l a s s i c a l l y . In o t h e r words, i f t he 
u s e r 
types "open(l) (prize (3)," the program will first compute the normalized joint 
probability of "opend), prize (3)", and then divide that value by the 
probability 
of prize(3) alone. 

3. Known limitations and future plans 
GOALS 
A. Only the answer set linked list structure is dynamically allocated. 
Ultimately all aspects of memory management should be allocated dynamically. 

B. Computing the noirmalized probability of each literal at riintime and then 
storing those values in a hash table would be much more efficient for large 
programs with many queries. 

C. Though the implementation would be trivial, a translator utility from 
Plog to A-Prolog needs to be developed. It should it to be possible 
for the problog utility to be passed an untranslated Plog input file. 

D. Eventually, the new method for computing conditional probabilities 
described 
in the paper developing Plog by Dr. Gelfond et. al must be implemented. 
To conditionalize on a literal "a", this requires that the input 
A-Prolog program be appended with the literal "obs(a)", which, by the 
constraints of a translated Plog program, would eliminate all answer sets 
which do not contain A. While this is mathematically essentially the same 
procedure as the classical implementation, there are subtle differences, and 
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It is essential to implement this new method. 
NOTE: This goal may only be accomplished once goal C is completed. 

4. CONTACT INFORMATION 
If you notice any bugs or have any suggestions, you may contact me at 
cameron.j.buckner@ttu.edu. Any comments or help is greatly appreciated! 

C Code for Problog.exe Application 

//problog.exe application 
//Cameron Buckner 
//June 23, 2003 
// 
//Summary: This program is designed to compute the (normalized) probability 
//of a given probability or conditional probability statement given a group 
//of answer sets computed by Smodels. 
// 
//Input: The name of a text file containing the answer sets and a 
probability 
//statement. 
//Example usage: problog sets.txt p[a] 
//or 
/ / p rob log s e t s . t x t p [ a , b ] 
/ / 
//Output: The normalized probability of the statement computed by summing up 
//the individual probabilities of each answer set containing the proposition 
//"a" and then dividing by the total sum of the probability of all answer 
sets. 

//Included files 
#include<stdio.h> 
#include<stdlib.h> 
#include<unistd.h> 
#include<fcntl.h> 
#include<ctype.h> 

typedef struct Answer_set { 
char literals[50] [200]; 
char probs[50] [200] ,-
struct Answer_set *next; 
int num_j)robs; 
int num_li t s; 
} Answer_set; 

float calc_prob(Answer_set* this_set); 
float total_probs(Answer_set* first_set); 
void create_sets(Answer_set** first_set, FILE* fp_in, int nummodels) ; 
void print_sets(Answer_set* first_set, int nummodels); 

float ans_query(Answer_set* first_set, char query[] , int nummodels); 
float cond_query(Answer_set* first_set, char query[], char cond[], int 
nummodels); 
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m t test_set (Answer_set* test_set, char query []) 

int main(int argc, char* argv[]) 

FILE *fp_in; 
Answer_set *first_set; 

char atom; 
char blank [50]; 
char query[50]; 
char cond[50]; 
char match[] = "searchspace"; 
char model [] = "Model: " ; 
int nummodels, type; 
float curr_prob; 
float sum_jprob; 
float total_prob; 
float norm_prob; 
int i, j; 
i = 0; 
j = 0; 
type = 0; 
f i r s t _ s e t = NULL; 
cond[0] = ' \ 0 ' ; 
query[0] = ' \ 0 ' ; 

p r i n t f ( " \ n \ n " ) ; 

i f ( ( f p _ i n = f o p e n ( a r g v [ l ] , " r " ) ) == NULL) 
{ 

printf("Error in locating input file.\nUsage: problog [ 
filename.txt ] [ query ] \n ex problog input.txt p(a)\n"); 

exit(EXIT_FAILURE); 
} 

i f ( ( a rgv [2 ] [0] == -p ' ) && ( a r g v [ 2 ] [ l ] == ' [ • ) ) 
{ 

t y p e = 1 
f 
{ 

i = J . ; 

f o r ( i = 2; (argv[2] [ i] != ' , ' ) && ( a r g v [ 2 ] [ i ] != ' ] • ) ; i++] 

q u e r y [ i - 2 ] = a r g v [ 2 ] [ i ] ; 
} 
q u e r y [ i - 2 ] = ' \ 0 ' ; 

i f (argv[2] [ i ] == ' , •) 
{ 

type = 2 ; 
j = 0; 
f o r ( i + + ; a r g v [ 2 ] [ i ] != ' ] ' ; i++, j++) 
{ 

/ / p r i n t f ( " i = %d a r g v [ 2 ] [ i ] = %c cond = %s\n", i , 
a r g v [ 2 ] [ i ] , cond) ; 

cond[j] = argv[2] [ i ] ; 
} 
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cond[j] = '\0'; 
} 

} 

printf("Query = %s cond = %s\n\n", query, cond); 

/*if(! ((argv[2] [5] == •]•) || (argv[2] [3] == •]•))) 

printf("Syntax error in probability statement: 
Usage: problog.exe [ inputfile ] [ prob statement ] 
ex. problog.exe input.txt p[a] 
or 
ex. problog.exe input.txt p[a,b]\n"); 

}*/ 

//printf("%s \n", match); 

while ((strcmp(blank, match)) && fscanf(fp_in, "%s", blank)) 

{ 
//printf("blank = %s, strcmp(blank, match) = %d \n", blank, 

strcmp(blank,match)); 

}; 
fscanf(fp_in, "%s", blank); 
//printf{"%s \n", blank); 

fscanf(fp_in, "%s", blank); 

nummodels = atoi(blank); 

/*while ((strcmp(blank, match)) && fscanf(fp_in, "%s", blank)) 

{ 

printf("%s ", blank); 

}; 

fseek(fp_in, 0, SEEK_SET); 

while(i < 100) 

printf("This is returned by fscanf on iteration %d: %d\n", i, 
fscanf(fp_in, "%s", blank)); 

i++; 

} 
fseek(fp_in, 0, SEEK_SET); 

while ((strcmp(blank, match)) && fscanf(fp_in, "%s", blank)) 

{ 
printf("%s ", blank); 

};*/ 
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printf("Number of models: %d \n", nummodels); 

create_sets(&first_set, fp_in, nummodels); 

print_sets{first_set, nummodels); 

//printf("The probability of the first answer set is: %f\n", 
calc_j)rob(first_set) ) ; 

//printf("The added probability of all sets is: %f \n", 
total_probs(first_set)); 

if(type == 1) 
{ 

printf("The normalized probability of %s is: %f\n", query, 
ans_query(first_set, query, nummodels)); 

} 
else if (type == 2) 

{ 
printf("The normalized probability of %s given %s is: %f\n", 

query, cond, cond_query(first_set, query, cond, nummodels)); 

} 
return 0; 

} 
void create_sets(Answer_set** first_set, FILE* fp_in, int nummodels) 

{ 
int i, j, k; 
Answer_set* new_set; 
Answer_set* temp; 
char literal[50]; 
char model[] = "Model:"; 
char stable[] = "Stable"; 
char end[] = "Duration:"; 

j = 0; 
k = 0; 

temp = *first_set; 

fseek(fp_in, 0, SEEK_SET); 

for(i = 0; i <= nummodels; i++) 

{ 

new_set = (Answer_set *) malloc(sizeof(Answer_set)); 

new_set->num_probs = 0; 
new_s e t->num_lits = 0; 
j = 0; 
k = 0; 

while(fscanf(fp_in, "%s", literal) && strcmp(literal, model)) 
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{ 
//printf("literal = %s and strcmp(litera, model) = %i\n", 

literal, strcmp(literal, model)); 
} 

while(fscanf(fp_in, "%s", literal) && strcmp(literal, stable) && 
strcmp(literal, end)) 

{ 
//printf("Reading literal %s\n", literal); 

if((literal[0] == 'p') && (literal [1] == 'r') && 
(literal [2] == • (•)) 

{ 
strcpy{new_set->probs[j], literal); 
j++; 
new_set- >num_j)robs++; 

literal); 
//printf(" Placing literal %s in probs[]\n", 

} 
else if(strcmp(literal, stable)) 

{ 
strcpy(new_set->literals[k], literal); 
k++; 
new_set->num_lits++; 

//printf(" Placing literal %s in 
literals[]\n", literal); 

} 
} 

new_set->next = NULL; 

temp = *first_set; 

if(temp == NULL) 

*first_set = new_set; 
else 

{ 
while(temp->next != NULL) 

{ 
temp = temp->next; 

} 
new_set->next = NULL; 
temp->next = new_set; 

} 
i++; 

} 
return; 

} 
void print_sets(Answer_set* first_set, int nummodels) 

{ 
int i, j, k; 
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} 

Answer_set* temp; 

temp = first_set; 

i= 0; 

j=0; 
k=0; 

printf ("\n") ; 

while(k < nummodels) 

{ 

i + +; 
printf("Answer set %d:\n", i) ; 

printf("Probabilities: \ n " ) ; 
for(j = 0 ; j < temp->num_probs; j++) 

{ 
p r i n t f ( " % s , " , temp->probs[ j ] ) ; 

} 

p r i n t f ( " \ n L i t e r a l s : \ n " ) ; 
f o r ( j = 0; j < temp->num_li ts ; j++) 
( 

p r i n t f ( " % s , " , t e m p - > l i t e r a l s [ j ] ) ; 
} 

p r i n t f ( " \ n \ n " ) ; 

temp = temp->next; 
k++; 

} 
return; 

float calc_prob(Answer_set* this_set) 

{ 
int i, j, k; 
float total; 
char num[10]; 
char den[10]; 
int inum; 
int iden; 

i = 0 
j = 0, 
k = 0, 
inum = 0; 
iden = 0; 

total = 1; 

for(i = 0; i < this_set->num__probs; i++) 

( 
j = 0; 
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while(this_set->probs[i][j] != ',') 
{ //printf("Processing char %c\n", this_set->probs[i][j]); 

} 
j++; 
//j++; 

/ / p r i n t f ( " P r o b a b i l i t y i n l i t e r a l %s i s : %c / %c\n", t h i s _ s e t -
>probs [ i ] , t h i s _ s e t - > p r o b s [ i ] [j] , t h i s _ s e t - > p r o b s [ i ] [ j + 2 ] ) ; 

k = 0; 
w h i l e ( t h i s _ s e t - > p r o b s [ i ] [ j ] != ' , ' ) 
{ 

/ / p r i n t f ( " C u r r e n t char = %c ", t h i s _ s e t - > p r o b s [ i ] [ j ] ) ; 

num[k] = t h i s _ s e t - > p r o b s [ i ] [ j ] ; 
num[k+l] = ' \ 0 ' ; 
/ / p r i n t f ( " N u m e r a t o r = %s\n", num); 
j++, k++; 

} 
k = 0 ; 

w h i l e ( t h i s _ s e t - > p r o b s [ i ] [ j ] != ' ) ' ) 

/ / p r i n t f ( " C u r r e n t char = %c ", t h i s _ s e t - > p r o b s [ i ] [ j ] ) ; 
den[k] = t h i s _ s e t - > p r o b s [ i ] [ j ] ; 
den[k+l ] = 'XO'; 
/ / p r i n t f ( " D e n o m i n a t o r = %s\n", d e n ) ; 
j++, k++; 

} 

total = total * ( (float)atoi(num) / (float)atoi(den)); 

} 

return total; 

} 

float total_probs(Answer_set* first_set) 

{ 
float total; 
Answer_set* temp; 

temp = first_set; 

total = 0; 

while(temp != NULL) 

total = total + calcjDrob(temp); 
temp = temp->next; 

} 

return total; 
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Y^t test_set(Answer_set* test_set, char query[]) 

int i; 
int test_val; 

test_val = 0; 

for(i = 0 ; i < test_set->num_lits - 1; i++) 

//printf("Testing query %s against literals[i] = %s\n", query, 
test_set->literals [i]) ; 

if(strcmp(query, test_set->literals[i]) == 0) 

test val = 1; 
} 

} 
//printf("Result of test is %d\n", test_val); 

return test val; 
} 

float ans_query(Answer set* first set, char query[] , int nummodels) 
{ 

Answer_set* temp; 
float answer; 
int i; 

i = 0; 
answer = 0; 
temp = first_set; 

for(i = 0; i < nummodels; i++) 

{ 
if(test_set(temp, query)) 

{ 
//printf("Answer = %f; calc_prob = %f\n", answer, 

calc_prob(temp)); 
answer = answer + calc_prob(temp); 

} 
temp = temp->next; 

} 
//printf("Answer = answer (%f) / total_prob(%f) = ", answer, 

total_probs(first_set)); 
answer = answer / total_probs(first_set); 
//printf("%f\n", answer); 

return answer; 

} 
float cond_query(Answer_set* first_set, char query[] , char cond[], int 
nummodels) 

{ 
Answer_set* temp; 
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float answer; 
int i; 

i =0; 
answer = o; 
temp = first_set; 

for(i = 0 ; i < nummodels; i++) 

if(test_set(temp, query) && test_set(temp, cond)) 

answer = answer + calc prob(temp); 
} 
temp = temp->next; 

answer = answer / total_probs(first_set); 

return answer; 
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Ppendix F: P-log Interpreter (unfmished because of syntax) 

//Cameron Buckner 
//interpreter for Plog 
//March 18, 2004 

/ / INPUT • T? • 1 ,/ • ''i-i-e pointer to beginning of input file, location of first element 
//°lJ^^^°^ table linked list data structure. 
//o ."^* ^°i«^; builds a symbol table that includes all sorts 
//declared in the input file 

//currently unfinished because syntax for Plog is not yet final 

//note to self 

//add attribute declaration translation: 
//a: clx...en -> CO. 
// translates to 
// l{ a(t, y) : co(Y)} :- B 

#include<stdio.h> 
#include<string.h> 
#include<stdlib.h> 
#include<unistd.h> 
#include<fcntl.h> 
#include<ctype.h> 

#define MAX_SIZE 513 
#define MAX_LINE_LENGTH 513 
#define MAX_LINES 15500 
#define DELETED_LINE -1 

char tmpInputLine[MAX_LIire:_LENGTH]; 
long lLineIndex[MAX_LINES]; 

typedef struct ST{ //Symbol Table 
char attr_name[MAX_SIZE]; 
int attr_param; 

struct ST* next; 
struct Sort* range; 
struct Se* domain; 
} ST; 

typedef struct Se{ //Element that points to sorts 
struct Sort* sort; //not superfluous, because order 

//is diff. for each attr. decl. 
struct Se* next; 
} Se; 

typedef struct Sort{ //Sort element 
char name[MAX_SIZE] ; 
char contents[MAX_SIZE] [MAX SIZE]; 
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struct Sort* next; 
} Sort; 

void build_sorts(FILE* fp_in. Sort** first_sort); 
void init(char* string, int index); 
void parse_sort(char* blank. Sort** first_sort); 
int accept_sort_list(char* s, int* i. Sort** new_sort); 
void display_sorts(Sort* first_sort); 
void translate_sorts(Sort* first_sort, FILE* TmpFile, int nLines); 
void format_sort_output(Sort* tmp, char* outputLine); 

int accept_name(char* s, int* i); 
char* accept_term(char* s, int* i); 
int accept_list(char* s, int* i); 

int main() 

{ 

FILE *TmpFile = NULL; 

char blank[MAX_SIZE]; 
char filename[50]; 
char TmpName[L_tmpnam]; 

FILE *fp_in; 
Sort* first_sort; 

int i = 0; 
int nLines = 0; 

fp_in = NULL; 
first_sort = NULL; 

init(blank, MAX SIZE); 

//Request name of file from user 

printf("Please type the name of the input file and press enter.\n?"); 

scanf("%s", filename); 

if((fp_in = fopen(filename, "r")) == NULL) 

{ 
printf("Error in locating input file.\n"); 

exit(EXIT_FAILURE); 

} 
tmpnam(TmpName); 

if(strlen(TmpName) == 0) 

{ 
printf("Error; couldn't create a temporary file.\n"); 
exit(4); 

} 
TmpFile = fopen(TmpName, "w+t") ; 
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} 

ford = 0; i < MAX_LINES; i + + ) 
lLineIndex[i] = DELETED_LINE; 

build_sorts(fp_in, &first_sort); 

display_sorts(first_sort); 

translate_sorts(first_sort, TmpFile, nLines); 

return l; 

void build_sorts(FILE* fp_in, Sort** first_sort) //Identifies sort 
decl. and 
' //parses them 

int i = 0; 

c h a r s[MAX_SIZE]; 

init(s, MAX_SIZE); 
init(tmpInputLine, sizeof(tmpInputLine)); 

while (fgets(tmpInputLine, sizeof(tmpInputLine), fp_in)) 
{ 

i = 0; 
while(tmpInputLine[i] != '\n') 

{ 
if(tmpInputLine[i] == '{') //bracket use is 

parse_sort(tmpInputLine, first_sort); //unique to 
sort decl. 

i++; 
} 

} 
} 
void parse_sort(char* s. Sort** first_sort) 
{ 

int i, j, k = 0; 

Sort* new_sort; 
Sort* temp; 

printf("In parse sorts, line = %s\n", s); 
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new_sort = (Sort*) malloc(sizeof(Sort)); 

init(new_sort->name, MAX_SIZE); 

new_sort->next = NULL; 

while(i < MAX_SIZE) 

init(new_sort->contents[i], MAX_SIZE); 

) ' * " • 

p r i n t f ( " B e f o r e r e s e t t i n g i , i i s %d\n", i ) ; 
i = 0; 

p r i n t f ( " A l l o c a t e d mem\n"); 

temp = * f i r s t _ s o r t ; 

wh i l e {s [ i ] == ' •) 
i++; 

j = i ; 

accept_name(s , &i) ; 

f o r ( k = 0; (k+j) < i ; k++) / / j i s beginning of name 
new sor t ->name[k] = s [ k + j ] ; / / i i s end, k i s counte r 

w h i l e ( s [ i ] == ' ' ) 
i = i + 1; 

i f ( s [ i ] == • = ') 
{ 

i++; 
p r i n t f ( " e q u a l s \ n " ) ; 

whi le ( s [ i ] == • ' ) 
i = i + 1; 

i f ( s [ i ] == ' ( ' ) 
{ 

i++; 
a c c e p t _ s o r t _ l i s t ( s , &i, £cnew_sort) ; 
i f ( ( s [ i ] != •} ' ) II ( s [ i + l ] != ' . ' ) ) 
{ 

r e t u r n ; 

} 
} 
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if(temp == NULL) 

*first_sort = new_sort; 

else 
{ 

while(temp->next != NULL) //Else, find list 
end and append ( 

temp = temp->next; 

new_sort->next = NULL; 
temp->next = new_sort; 

} 

int accept_sort_list(char* s, int* i. Sort** new_sort) 

int j, k, 1 = 0; 
j = *i; 

printf("In accept_sort_list\n"); 

if(accept_term(s, i)) 
{ 

k = 0; 

*i = *i - 1; 

//if((*new_sort)->contents[0][0] != '\0') 

while((*new_sort)->contents [k] [0] != '\0') //go to the 

k++; //first available contents 
location 

while (s[j] == ' •) 
j++; 

while(j <= *i) 

{ 
(*new_sort)->contents[k][1] = s[j]; //copies that sort term 

to contents 
j++, 1++; 

} 

*i = *i + 1; 

while (s[*i] == • •) 
*S = *S + 1; 
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if (s[*i] == ' , ') 

{ 
*i = *i + 1; 
if(!(accept_sort list(s, i, new sort))) 

{ 
*i = *i - 1; 

printf("ok, so new sort contents[0] = %s\n", (*new sort) 
>contents[0]); " ^ ' » _ ' 

return l; 
} 
return O; 

} 

void display_sorts(Sort* first_sort) 

int i, j = 0; 
Sort* temp; 

temp = first sort; 

while(temp != NULL) 
{ 

j = 0; 
i = 0; 
w h i l e ( t e m p - > c o n t e n t s [ j ] [0] != ' \0 ' ) 
{ 

w h i l e ( t e m p - > c o n t e n t s [ j ] [ i ] != ' \ 0 ' ) 
{ 

} 
} 
temp = temp->next; 

} 

void init(char* string, int index) 

{ 
int i = 0; 

ford = 0; i < index; i++) 
string[i] = 'XO'; 

} 

char* accept_term(char* s, int* i) 

{ 
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int j = 0; 

if(accept_name(s, i)) 

if(s [*i] == • (') 
{ 

*i = *i + 1; 
j = *i; 
if(accept list(s, i)) 

{ 
if (s[*i] == •) •) 

{ 

} 
else 
{ 

*i = *i + 1; 
return &s[*i]; 

*i = j; 
return NULL; 

} 

} 
} 

} 
return &s[*i] 

int accept_name(char* s, int* i) 
{ 

i n t j = 0 ; 

w h i l e ( s [ * i ] == • • ) 
* i = * i + 1 ; 

i f ( (( ( i n t ) s [ * i ] >= 97) t& ( ( i n t ) s [ * i ] <= 122)) j j 
(( ( i n t ) s [ * i ] >= 48) && ( ( i n t ) s [ * i ] <= 57)) ) {*i = 

* i + 1 ; w h i l e ( 
( ( ( i n t ) s [ * i ] >= 97) && { ( i n t ) s [ * i ] <= 

122) ) II ( ( ( i n t ) s [ * i ] >= 65) && ( ( i n t ) s [ * i ] <= 90)) | | 
( ( ( i n t ) s [ * i ] >= 48) && ( d n t ) s [*i] <= 57)) | | 
( d n t ) s [ * i ] == • _ ' ) / * II ( d n t ) s [ * i ] == ' ' ) * / ) 

{ 
*i = *i + 1; 

} 
return 1; 

} 
//else if ( ( dnt) s [*i] >= 
return 0; 

} 
int accept_list(char* s, int* i) 

{ 
int j = 0; 

if(accept_name(s, i)) 

{ 
if (s[*i] == • , ') 
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} 

} 

return o 

*i = *i + 1; 
if(!(accept list(s, i))) 
{ 

*i = *i - 1; 

) ' 
return l; 

void translate_sorts(Sort* first_sort, FILE* TmpFile, int nLines) 

Sort* tmp; 

int i = 0; 

char outputLine[MAX_LINE_LENGTH] ; 

init(outputLine, MAX_LINE_LENGTH); 

tmp = first_sort; 

if(tmp != NULL) 

{ 
do 

{ 

lLineIndex[nLines++] = ftell(TmpFile); 

//format_sort_output(tmp, outputLine); 

while(tmp->contents[i][0] != '\0') 

{ 
init(outputLine, MAX_LINE_LENGTH); 
strcat(outputLine, tmp->name); 
streat(outputLine, " (") ; 
strcat(outputLine, tmp->contents[i]); 
strcat(outputLine, ").\n"); 
fputs(outputLine, TmpFile); 

printf("output line is: %s\n", outputLine); 
i++; 

} 
if(tmp->next != NULL) 

tmp = tmp->next; 
} while(tmp->next != NULL); 

} 
return; 
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